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On Fuzzy Integral inequalities 
and Fuzzy Expectation * 
ANTONIO DI NOLA AND ALDO G. S. VENTRE 
1. INTROIXJCTION 
Let Q be a set and d a a-algebra of subsets of Q. A fu;q' meusure is 
defined (see [9, 7, 61) as a positive extended real-valued set function 
/L: .d + [0, w], with the properties: 
(i) dfa)=O, 
(ii) AcB=p(A)dp(B), 
(iii) A,cA,c ..., A,,~.d*p(U,f_, A,,)=lim,, _, ,u(A,,), 
(iv) A , xAA.2 . . . . 
- 
A,,E.~ and p(A,)< x +jl(n,;m, .4,/l= 
lim,, , , ,uu(A,,). 
We note that any positive o-additive measure p is a fuzzy measure. 
Let j be a measurable function, ,f: 52 + [0, x ). The fuzzy integral is 
delined [9] as 
(S) J;m= v c x A pL(j.f’>X) nil,], A E .d. 
2 ,o 
where {.f’> a) = {o E Q:,f’(cu) > r 1 and v, A denote the operations sup 
and inf in [0, xj]. 
We just consider fuzzy measure spaces (Q, .o/, ,u) such that p(Q) = I. We 
observe that a probability field is a particular model for such spaces. 
An inexact variable is defined as a measurable function 2’: R + [0, x ). 
(See [6] also for other related concepts.) The (,fizz~-) cypectution of X is 
delined as [6,9] 
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2. SOME INEQUALITIES 
Let (Q, A, ,u) be a fuzzy measure space with p(G) = 1 and A’: R + [0, co) 
be an inexact variable. Let us define the following set: for every tx E R, 
A(x)= (WEQ: X(w)>cr}. 
Then the following theorems hold. 
THEOREM 1. Let (52, A, p) be a fuzzy measure space with p(Q) = 1, X be 
an inexact variable. Then the following propositions are equivalent 
(i) (S)j,xd~>B, 
(ii) 3C > 8: p(A(E)) > /3, cl, BE R. 
Proof: (i) =k- (ii) 
(S) !*,, & B x ’ * v [a A AA(~))1 ” v Ca A AA(a))1 >8. 
O<CZ<fl x>B 
For every @<A VoclGB [E A p(A(cr))] <fl, and it follows that 
v [Ia A P(4@))1 ‘B. (1) 
=>B 
If for every CI > fl, p(A(cc)) d p, we get Via > /3, a A ,~(A(cr)) < p and then 
in contradiction with (1). Then (ii) holds. 
(ii)*(i) From (ii) it follows that 6 A p(A(k)) > /3. Then 
and (i) holds. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be an inexact variable, then 
(2) 
is equivalent to 
(i) 36 < /?: p(A(E)) d Cr and 
(ii) VcrkB, MA(a))<B, ol,t%B~R. 
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ProqJ: (3) Indeed if (i) does not hold then for every a < /3, 
and then 
in contradiction with (2). 
If (ii) does not hold then it is 
in contradiction with (2), too. Vice versa, if (i) and (ii) hold we get 
and 
Then we get the assumption. 
COROLLARY 1. Let X be an inexact variable. then 
is equivalent to 
v’cr>p, ,a(A(cr))dP, cr,fi~R. 
Now we will stress the following fundamental inequalities. For every two 
inexact variables A’ and Y, 
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Inequality (3) is immediate (see also [6]). In order to prove (4) we observe 
that 
{oEfi:(XA Y)(o)>,a}={wE52:X(o)~~} 
n {mO: Y(w)>cr} 
and then 
~w4XW))~ v (CIA/J({(XA Y)3a})), 
120 
Ci A d(y-}))>/ v (a A p({(xA Y)>,cr})). 
S>O 
Therefore if the following inequalities hold 
then 
(S) jn (X A Y) dp < p. 
While 
(S)jQJ’dv-P and (s) I, Ydl.l>B 
does not imply 
Indeed let us consider the following example. Let X and Y be inexact 
variables satisfying the conditions: Q = [0, 11, 
0 
X(w)= o7 
1. 
if oGO.3 
if oBO.3 
if w d 0.7 
if w > 0.7. 
It is easy to check that if ~1 is Lebesgue measure then 
(f-9 jQ X 4 > 0.5, Ydp>OS, and 
cs,jn (XA Y) dp < 0.5. 
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3. SOME EQUALITIES 
Let X be an inexact variable. The following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 3. 
is quiculent to 
und 
Proof: (5) implies ((6) and ((7) or (7’)). Indeed if (6) does not hold 
then there exists r > /I such that p(A(C)) > /I and then 
in contradiction with (5). 
If (7) and (7’) do not hold it is 
l-o(m) < /J and 35 </I, ,u(A(a)) ,< 5. 
Thus 
and for every z such that & < c( </I it is ,~c(A(r)) d Cc < j and then 
v Cr * AA(r))1 <a. (8) 
0 -L z < /r 
Furthermore from p(A(j?)) <~-C/I it follows that for every a such that 
z>fi it is ~(A(a))<~(A(G))<&</I and then 
v Ca A AA(~))1 <B. (9) 
2 > /I 
By (8) and (9) we get 
lo [ ci A P(A(@))l <P 
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in contradiction with (5). Vice versa, (6) implies 
if also (7) holds, we have fl A p(A(fl)) = j?. By observing that for every 
0: < fi it is c1 A ~(A(M)) < fi, we get that (6) and (7) imply (5). If (7’) holds 
we have 
v ca * PL(NCo)I = v u=B 
O<ci<fi o<zrp 
and 
B A PM(B)) d B. 
By (lo), (ll), and (12) the assumption follows. 
(11) 
(12) 
THEOREM 4. Let K be an inexact variable, then there exists an inexact 
variable X such that 
if and only if 
(S)j-/~ X)&=P (13) 
A{KW3B)bP (14) 
or 
V’a<P, ~({Kb)>a}), CI, j E R. (15) 
Proof It is easy to see that for every CI > /I, 
P[{WW A 8)2~)1=O<B. 
If (14) holds then 
/di(K(o) * B)>B)I2B. 
(16) 
(17) 
Thus conditions (6) and (7) of Theorem 3 are satisfied, and then (13) holds 
by putting, for every o E Q, X(o) = fl. If (15) holds then for every c1< j?, 
.d((K(o) * P)2aIl>a. (18) 
Thus by (16) and (18) the conditions (6) and (7) of Theorem 3 are satisfied 
and then (13) holds by putting for every o E 52, X(o) = /I. Vice versa, let X 
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be an inexact variable satisfying (13) then if (14) and (15) do not hold, we 
get 
AK(a) 2 B) < B (19) 
and 
32 < p, /AK(w) 3 ii) < 5. (20) 
From (19) it follows that for every inexact variable A’, 
A(K(o) A X(o)) 3 PI < P, (21) 
while from (20) 
3i<p, p((K(w) A X(o)) 3 2) < 2. (22) 
By observing that (21) and (22) are in contradiction, by Theorem 3, with 
(13), the theorem follows. 
THEOREM 5. Let c(, /i’ E R, X he an inexact uuriahle then 
(b) 
or 
Vr<B, AA(z)) > cr. (v) 
Proqf: Indeed (b) implies 
or 
v CM * P(A(Go)I 3 B (23 1 
3 < 0 
then (23) implies (v) and (24) implies (iv). In fact if (v) does not hold we 
get that there exists c(* <,!I such that ~(A(cI*))< CC* <b and for every CY 
such that CI* < c( < fl it is ,~(A(cz)) < p(A(cc*)) < r* < fl and then 
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that is in contradiction with (23). If (iv) does not hold we get p(A(IJ)) < fl 
and then, for every a > /I, ,u(A(c()) < p(A(B)) < 8, we get 
V Ca A AA(a))1 G .AA(P)) < B, 
BSol 
that is in contradiction with (24). Thus from (23) and (24) we get that (iv) 
or (v) holds. Vice versa if (iv) holds then (24) follows, while if (v) holds 
then (23) follows. Thus from (23) or (24) we get (b). 
4. A FUZZY INTEGRAL EQUATION 
In this section we shall deal just with inexact variables which are 
functions of two variables ranging in the same domain. The setting of 
integral inequalities and equations in a fuzzy context is our present aim. 
Let (A, A, v) be a (classical) a-finite measure space with v(A) = 1. It is 
well known [S] that the square of this space is the measure space 
(Sz, d, p), where 52 = A x A, S! is the g-algebra of subsets of Q generated 
by C x B, with C, BE A, and p is the product measure defined by 
,u(C x B) = v(C). v(B). It is p(Q) = 1. Now, let X, Y, and Z be inexact 
variables in the space (Q, d, p). In particular let X, Y, and Z be (classical) 
measurable functions. Let us consider the x-section of Y and the y-section 
of Z, i.e., the functions 
g(v) = Y(x, Y) 
h(x) = ax, y), x,y~A. 
The problems of the existence and finding solutions of the equation 
(S) jA (ax> Y) * g(Y)) NY) = h(x), (25) 
where g(y) is unknown, can be reduced to analogous recognitions of 
equality of type (13). Indeed, by recalling Theorem 4, we have 
THEOREM 6. If for every x E A it is 
v( { y: X(x, y) 3 h(x))) 2 h(x) 
or 
va, < h(x), v({Y:~(x,Y)~~.~))>~,, 
then the constant function g(y) = h(x) f or every y, is a solution of Eq. (25). 
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Following the classical scheme, we define Eq. (25) as a fuzzy integral 
equation, where X, g, and h are the kernel, the unknown variable, and the 
free term, respectively. 
5. GENERALIZED FUZZY INTEGRALS AND FUZZY EXPECTATION 
The fuzzy expectation of a random variable, and an inexact variable 
have been studied by Sugeno [9] and Ralescu [6]. This parameter has to 
be considered to describe situations when the expectation is related to 
ordering, maximization, rather than arithmetic average. Let us now recall 
the interpretation of Bellman and Giertz [ 1 ] for X(w): if an (inexact) 
statement is “predicated” on X, then X(o), for every 01, gives our degree of 
belief that o satisfies the statement. Then fuzzy expectation is a measure. 
subjectively computed, of the degree of inexactness related to the mem- 
bership. A more precise interpretation of E,(X), when the inexact variable 
X has values in [0, 11, will be exhibited after the following definition of 
energy of a fuzzy set [2]. 
DEFINITION. An energy of a fuzzy set J’ is a nonnegative functional 
r, : F(X) + R such that: 
(i) P, is isotone with the partial order in the lattice .Y(X) of all fuzzy 
sets on X; 
(ii) P,( f‘) = 0, iff ,f is the constant fuzzy set taking value 0. 
Therefore the fuzzy expectation of the inexact variable X: 52 + [0, l] 
satisfies almost everywhere properties (i) and (ii) and can be assumed to be 
an energy functional. This is the observation on which our generalization 
of the concept of fuzzy integral and fuzzy expectation is based. In order to 
do this, we recall some results. 
It is known (see [4] and [2]) that a total ordering on a scale, e.g., the 
real unit interval I= [0, 11, gives rise to a lattice of fuzzy sets. More 
precisely, if 6/, is a total ordering in Z, a lattice I, on I is defined by 
IA = (I. A~, v,), where 
a A~ h = min(a, h) 
a vk h = max(u, h), 
and min and max are taken with respect to the ordering Go.. Then a lattice 
-L = (OX), A(k), v,~,) is defined by means of the extension procedure (see 
C31) by 
(f‘+,, g)(x) =.0x) Ak d-x), 
(f “(k) g)(x) =f(x) Vk g(x), 
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for every J gEF(X) and for every XE X. In particular, a partial ordering 
6 (kj is also defined on F(X), 
f G (k) g iff f(x) d k g(x), Vx E X. 
An interesting interpretation of d k is the entropy ordering. Let t: I -+ I be a 
strictly increasing function in [0, 41, such that t(0) = t( 1) = 0 and 
t(a) = t( 1 -a). The total ordering d f defined in I by 
a d,b iff t(a)<t(b) or 
t(a) = t(b) implies a < b, 
determines, as we have seen above, the lattice L, = (F(X), A(,), v~,,). 
Let us adopt the following definition [2]. An entropy is a non negative 
functional e,: F(X) + R such that 
0,) e, is isotone with the ordering < (,), i.e., ,f< (fj g implies 
e,(S) G e,(g), 
(ii,) e,(f) = 0, iff f is a sharp set. 
Then we get ,f 6 ,,) g implies the entropy off is not greater than g. 
We are now able to define a fuzzy integral offE F(X) in the lattice L,. 
Let (X, d, p) be a fuzzy measure space and Lk a lattice on the set of all 
fuzzy sets F(X) having partial ordering dk. The definition 
KkqAfh= v kC cI Ak&-++A)l, 
220 
yields a fuzzy integral Off in the lattice Lk. 
In this framework it makes sense to define, analogously, the fuzzy expec- 
tation of an inexact variable X on Q. Its meaning is related, in this case, to 
the ordering bk. In particular, for the “entropy lattice” L,, the fuzzy 
expectation (and the fuzzy integral) are entropies. Thus an expectation of 
global fuzzy concepts as energy and entropy can also be done in fuzzy 
functional terms. If now we recall that functionals e, , e, and in general a 
functional ek isotone with the order < (k) are, under suitable hypotheses 
[Z], non negative valuations on the related lattices, then the generalization 
of the concepts of fuzzy integral and fuzzy expectation is a measure of 
global properties of fuzzy sets. 
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